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Four-Square Preemie Afghan (crochet) 

Materials:  

3 ½ ounces DK/light worsted weight yarn  

(gauge:4” = 22 st/30 r  using 4mm (US G/6 hook)  

crochet hook F (US)  

the square (made granny-square style):  

ch 4, join into a circle  

rnd 1:  sl st into center of ring, ch2 (count as a dc), 2 

dc, *ch 2, 3dc (repeat from * two more times).  Sl st 

into top of ch 2.   You should have 4 dc clusters with a 

ch 2 space between each.  

rnd 2:  Sl st into the space to the left of  the ch 2 

where you joined to form the square.  Ch 2 (counts as 

a dc), dc in the space between the dc in the prev round.  *In ch 2-corner, make 2 dc, 

ch 2, 2 dc.  Dc in the spaces between the next 2 dc. (repeat twice).  In last ch 2 

corner, make 2 dc, ch 2, 2 dc.  Dc in space between last 2 dc from prev round.  Sl st 

into top of ch 2. (6 dc between each ch-2 space)  

Repeat round 2 (continuing to dc in the spaces between the dc from the prev round) 

until there are a total of 10 rounds completed.  At this point, there should be 27 dc 

between the ch-2 corners.  

Joining:  

Weave the squares together, being sure to line up the corners and the center.  

Border:  

rnd 1:  Join yarn, just to the left of any corner of the afghan.  Ch 1 (counts as first sc), 

sc in each dc, up to the ch-2 corner , 3 sc in the ch-2 corner.  

Sc in each dc, up to the next ch-2 (a join of the blocks).  2 sc in the ch-2 of the first 

square, 1 sc in the join of the 2 squares, 2 sc in the ch-2 of the 2nd square.  

Continue around, joining with a sl st to the first ch 1.  

rnd 2:  Ch 2 (counts as a dc).  Dc in each sc, to the corner of the afghan.  In the 

middle stitch of the corner, 2 dc, ch 2, 2 dc.   Continue around, joining with a sl st in 

the top of the first ch 2.  

rnd 3 (the slanted shell):  Sl st into the space to the left of  the ch 2 where you joined 

the prev round.  *Ch 3, 3 dc in the same space.  Sk 3 dc and sl st in the space to the 

left of the 3rd dc from the stitch where you just worked.  Continue to corner.  

In corner ch-2 space work the following:  

1 sc, 1 hdc, 2 dc, 1 hdc, 1sc, ch3, 3dc.  Sk 3 dc and sl st in the space to the left of 

the 3rd dc from the stitch where you just worked.  Continue to corner.  

Continue around, joining with a sl st in the first sl st of the round.  

Finishing:  

Cut 2 lengths of contract yarn equal to the perimeter of the blanket + about 12 

inches.  

Using a crochet hook or upholstery needle, and starting after a corner and leaving a 

tail of 6”, weave the one thread over and under the dcs of the row before the shell 

edge – end “over” before a corner and go “under” at the same point after the corner.  

Take the 2nd thread and weave in the opposite direction (basket weave-style), 



handling the corners in a similar fashion.  

Tie the tails in a bow across the corner where the weaving starts and ends.  I usually 

tack mine with a needle and sewing thread so it doesn’t come loose.  

I find it easiest to start the weaving at the corner diagonal to the finished corner – 

doing half each side at a time.  You don’t have to pull the yarn through as far. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Burial Wrap  

J Hook - Baby or sportweight yarn  
1/8" or 1/4" Satin Ribbon  
 
I make a granny square a little different from the traditional square -- I like to turn my 
work so there is not a right and wrong side -- obviously, you can use your own 
pattern -- 
 

 

Granny Square: 

Round 1:  Wrap yarn tightly around tip of finger three 
times -- push yarn up through yarn circle and catch with 
your crochet hook --  
CH 3 (counts as first DC now and throughout).  In circle 
-  2 DC, CH 1, 3 DC;  (3DC, CH 1, 3DC) THREE times; 
slip stitch to top of starting CH 3 to join.  CH 3, turn.   
Round 2 - 12:  2DC in space below your turning CH 
3.  For corners - in CH 1 space of previous round, work 
3 DC, CH 1, 3 DC.  For sides of square - in space 
between groups of 3 DC, work 3 DC.   
At end of each round, join in top of turning CH 3 with a 
slip stich; CH 3, turn.  
 
Fasten off after Round 12 or desired size. 
 

Half Granny Square: 

Row 1:  Wrap yarn tightly around tip of finger three 
times -- push yarn up through yarn circle and catch 
with your crochet hook -- 
CH 3 (counts as first DC now and throughout), 2 DC 
in circle, CH 1, 3 DC; CH 3, turn 
Row 2:  2 DC in last DC of Row 1.  In CH 1 space of 
Row 1 - 3 DC, CH 1, 3 DC.  3 DC in top of CH 3 
turning chain of Row 1.  CH 3, turn 
See sample picture above 

Row 3 - 12 (or number of rounds used in full granny square):  2 DC in last DC of 
previous row; 3 DC in space between each group of 3 DC of previous row; 3 DC, CH 
1, 3 DC in CH 1 space of previous row; 3 DC in space between each group of 3 DC 
of previous row; 3 DC in top of CH 3 turning chain of previous row; CH 3, turn. 
 
Hope I haven't lost anyone yet! 
 
Do NOT fasten off! 
 
Placing Half Granny on top of Granny Square, matching sides and one corner -- join 
the two using a single crochet, working through edges of both pieces - do NOT 
fasten off! 



 
Work a border of your choosing (I like a shell of **3 DC, CH 1, 3 DC; skip 3 DC 
group, SC in next space; skip 3 DC group, repeat from **) diagonally across top of 
the half granny, up the top side of the granny to top corner -- continue around granny 
square until you have a border around the entire piece; fasten off.  Sew in ends. 
 
Weave a ribbon around pouch just below the border -- leaving a 'tail' of at least six 
inches, start approximately two inches in from edge of top of half granny, around two 
top sides of the granny and back in approximately two inches on other side of the top 
of the half granny; leave a 'tail' to match the other side (this will  make more sense as 
you do it - really is not difficult).  You will need to either knot your ribbon around one 
stitch on the half granny on either side or tack it with a needle and thread.  Your two 
'tails' on either side will be drawn together and tied in a bow once the infant is placed 
in the pouch.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Little Gown  

For closing options, you can choose buttons, ties on the back or even a ribbon 

threaded right through the bodice and tied at the back. 

 

Instructions in (brackets) are to be 

completed in the SAME stitch. 

 

Davida Gown: 

 

 

Row 1: Chain 32, DC in 4th chain from 

hook,  Dc in next 2 dc, (1dc, ch, 1dc) in 

next chain, *dc in next 6 ch, (dc, ch, dc) 

in next chain.  Repeat from * two 

MORE times.  Dc in last 4 chs; ch 2 

and turn. 

 

2-4: dc in each dc, (dc, ch1, dc) in each ch1 space from the previous round, 

ch2, turn 

 

5: Sleeve Row: dc in each st to the first ch1 space, skip all stitches and dc in 

the next ch1 space. One sleeve made. Repeat to create the second sleeve, dc 

to the end, ch2, turn. 

 

6: *dc, dc, 2dc in the next* Repeat to end, ch2, turn. 

 

7: ch1, *sk1, (dc, ch, dc) in the next*, v stitch made. Repeat to end, dc in last, 

ch2, turn. 

 

8 and all rows until desired length reached: dc, v stitch in the ch1 space of 

each v stitch from previous row across, dc in the last st, ch2, turn. 

 

 

 



Modified/Designed by Kimberly 

Reichner  

E, F or G crochet hook 

White sport weight baby yarn. Small 

amount of pastel sport weight yarn for 

trim. (Try not to use worsted weight 

yarn.) 

Yarn needle 

Note: Chain 2 on ALL rows -- does 

NOT count as a stitch (filler stitch)... 

 

Back yoke, sleeves and skirt: 

Ch 52 

R1) Dc in 3rd ch from hook and each st across, ch 2, turn 

R2) Dc in each st across, ch 2, turn 

R3-4) Repeat R2 

R5) Repeat R2 but do NOT chain 2 at end 

R6) Skip 1st st, slip stitch in next 15 sts. Ch2, Dc in next 19 sts. Leave remaining stitches un-

worked, Ch 2, turn 

R7-8) Dc in each st across, ch 2, turn 

Back of skirt: * Cluster = 3 Dc 

R9) 3 Dc in first st, skip next st, *3 dc in next st, skip next st* across, turn 

R10-22) Slip stitch in second dc from hook, ch 2, 3 dc in same st, 3 dc in center of next 

cluster, * 3 dc in center of next cluster across, turn ( alternative: work R9 as stated then use a 

simple DC for R10-22 ) 

R23) Dc in each st across 

Fasten off white and leave a long end for sewing. 

 

Right yoke and arm front : 



Ch 27 

R1) Dc in 3rd chain from hook and each st across, ch 2, turn 

R2-5) Dc in each st across, ch 2, turn 

R6) Dc in next 11 stitches, leave remaining st un-worked, ch 2, turn 

R7-8) Dc in each st across, ch 2, turn 

Fasten off after row 8 ( do not ch 2 ) 

Left yoke front and arm: 

Work the same way at right front but do NOT fasten off. 

 

Bottom front skirt: 

R1) Slip stitch in second chain from hook, ch 2, *3 dc in middle st of cluster * across. 

Pick up left front piece and attach to the center st of first cluster with a dc, continue working 

your cluster groups across. Ch 2, turn 

R2-22) Work cluster pattern stitch, ch 2, turn 

R23) Dc in each st across 

Fasten off, leave long strand for sewing. 

 

With right sides facing each other sew up both sides of skirt and across bottom of sleeves. 

Working from outer edge of top sleeve, sew first 14 sts together, leave remaining un-worked 

( both sides ) 

Turn bunting right side out 

Yoke and neck trim: 

Attach white in lower corner of yoke, ch 2, dc evenly in sides of stitches. In corner of neck 

work 2dc ch2 2dc.  

Neck edge: Dc in each st around, working a dc decrease where your front and back seams 

meet. Work corner yoke the same as above. Dc evenly down other side of yoke. Slip stitch 

over first dc made on yoke. Fasten off 

 



Hood: Note : Ch 1 does not count as a stitch 

Ch 12 

R1) Hdc in 3rd chain from hook, hdc across, 4 hdc in last st. ( do not turn ) 

working down opposite side of chain, hdc in each st across. Ch1, turn 

R2) Hdc in each st across to rounded end ( increase with 2 hdc in next 4 sts ) hdc in rest of 

stitches. Ch 1, turn 

R3) Hdc in each st across to rounded end, work increase as follows, ( 2hdc, 1hdc, 2hdc, 1hdc, 

2hdc, 1hdc, 2hdc) hdc to end. Ch 1, turn 

R4) Hdc in each st across, ch 2, turn 

R5) Working in back loops, Dc in each st, ch 2, turn 

R6-8) Work Dc cluster pattern ( or pattern chosen for skirt ) do not turn at the end of R8 

R9) Sc evenly across the bottom ( base of back neck ) 

Fasten off, leave long end for sewing 

 

Attaching hood to bunting: 

Turn bunting wrong side out. Right sides of bunting and hood facing each other. Pin hood to 

bunting and sew evenly spaces around. ( Note: Hood will seem small, don’t panic. It’s 

supposed to be that way, you don’t want a big floppy hood. You need a nice fit that cradles 

the babies face ) 

 

Trim: Sport weight pastel colored yarn 

Keep bunting wrong side out for sleeve trim only. With pastel colored yarn work as follows. 

R1) Sleeve trim: sc evenly around, ch2, turn 

R2) Dc in each st around. 

Fasten off, turn bunting right side out and fold back the sleeve cuffs. 

Work sc around hood for boys 

Work 3 dc cluster pattern around hood for girls 

Work Dc in each st around the bottom of bunting 



Make 2 chains of white, weave one in and out of the last white row of bunting and weave the 

other in and out of the Dc row just under the hood.  

Use snaps, buttons, crocheted ties or ribbon for yoke closure 
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